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A Hot Start
What a way to start work in 2014! Day
after day of 40 degree plus weather has
tested people and machinery alike. Extreme
heat is a hazard of our work; it poses a
risk that we must be aware of and manage
carefully. Throughout this summer Mawsons’
plants have been adjusting hours of work
and schedules to minimize the heat risk.
Our managers and operators have used
their experience and initiative to keep as
cool as possible. With a little help from
air-conditioners, tinted windows and iced
water dispensers we have managed to carry
on safely meeting our customers’ needs.
Thanks to all the team for their efforts in this
regard. Thanks also to our customers who
have endured similar conditions and worked
together to avoid injury or illness. Let’s hope
the worst of the summer heat and bushfire
season is behind us now.
Seymour Acquisition
January 31st saw another quarry and
concrete plant join the Mawsons’ stable. The
Central Quarry and Concrete Plant (both on
the same site on the outskirts of Seymour)
are now operated by Mawsons. Previous
owners, Central Concrete (operated by
the Trovatello family from Melbourne) will
remain key customers as we continue to
develop this valuable resource which feeds
into the Northern Metropolitan Market.
Interestingly this quarry was originally
operated by the Ekberg family who were
partners with Mawsons when Lake Cooper
Quarries was established in the early
1960’s. Much has changed since the early
days of river dredging with material now

extracted from pits well away from the river.
The very modern washing and screening
plant ensures maximum yields of stone and
sand while minimising dust. All washing
water is recycled over and over with no dirty
water leaving the site.
We welcome the Central Quarry team to
Mawsons and look forward to having them
contribute to the business.
GM Concrete Moves On.
After 16 years as General Manager of
Mawsons Concrete Lee Bombardieri is
moving on. When Lee started in this role
there were 11 Mawson concrete plants;
during Lee’s time at the helm that number
grew to 25. Lee was able to use his
experience operating his family’s Swan
Hill based Sun Centre Concrete business
(purchased by Mawsons in 1986) and
years with Boral as a Technical Manager
to build a highly competent and efficient
regional concrete business. Along the way
he developed a team of very dedicated
and skilled managers and operators who
are recognised as leaders in the pre-mixed
concrete industry.
We thank Lee for his great efforts and
admire his legacy which is evident in so
many good people, significant buildings and
fine batch plants across Northern Victoria
and Southern N.S.W. We wish Lee, Kate
and the boys all the best in their future
endeavours and remind them that they will
always have many friends at Mawsons.
John Mawson, Managing Director

POWERCOR AUSTRALIA CAMPASPE MURRAY BUSINESS AWARDS 2013
The presentation of the Powercor Australia
Campaspe Murray Business Awards was
held in Moama in October. Held biennially
these awards recognise local businesses
and individuals who strive for business
excellence and deserve acknowledgement
for their achievement. Winning an award
is a chance for business owners to prove
how successful and credible their business
is. It is also an independent and prestigious
endorsement of a business and can boost
sales and staff morale.
There are twelve categories of awards each
individually sponsored by an organisation
or company. Mawsons sponsored the “New
Business” award which was open to any
new business that commenced operations
in the past three years. The finalists were,
Infinity Health Club in Kyabram, Perricoota
Station and the American Hotel. The winner
was the American Hotel.
The American Hotel underwent a multimillion dollar refurbishment which began

in February 2012 and was completed in
January 2013. Reinventing the hotel had
been a long-held dream of owners Don
and Dean Oberin. The venue was designed
by Echuca Architects Brandricks and built
by local builders KGB. The finished product
combines elements of the pub’s history and
local environment with modern inspirations.
The award was presented to Don and
Dean Oberin by Mawsons Marketing
Representative, Jim McInerney.

Pictured at the Awards ceremony
are L to R Travis
Price, Jim McInerney, Jan and Ian
Morrison.
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VALE
had a belief that the Mawson Brothers were developing a
successful company and took great pride in working with
Mawsons.
The relationship with Mawsons continued after Peter’s
retirement, in 1984, with his regular attendance at Family
Days and by providing valuable research into the history
of Mawsons in the North East for our Centenary Book.
Peter will be remembered as a man who had a genuine
interest in and offered a helping hand to his fellow
traveller whether at work or as a neighbour. This is
an important value we can all learn from in our own
workplaces.
Peter was a member of the Mawson 25 Year Club,
commencing his career in 1958.
Vale – Peter Hobson
When we think of long serving Mawson people who have
been truly engaged, fully involved and enthusiastic about
their work then Peter Hobson is someone who comes to
mind.
Peter came to Mawsons through the acquisition of
Glenrowan Quarries way back in 1970. His passion for
his work and his commitment to part time studies made
him a stand out candidate when a vacancy arose for
Quarry Manager.
Peter always had a strong relationship with his immediate
supervisor who in those days was Ken Mawson. Peter

Vale – Geoffrey Thomas Walsh
I am sure that all who knew Geoff, or “Sparra” as he was
commonly called, were shocked and saddened by the
news of his unfortunate death as the result of an accident
on 16th December, last.

Peter passed away in the Wangaratta Hospital and was
buried in Wangaratta on December 2nd.
To his wife Lillian, three daughters and their families we
offer our sincere sympathy on such a sad loss.
Geoff Hall

Pictured L to R is Peter Hobson, wife Lillian and long-time
fellow employee Hans Saritschniy.
This photo was taken at our Family Day in Swan Hill in
2010

knowing that they will be greatly saddened by their
sudden and untimely loss.
Shirley Costello

Geoff was a member of the Twenty-Five Year Club.
The story of his busy and varied times at Mawsons was
published in Mawse Code several years ago.
He started work with the Company in 1964 after
previously working as a share farmer on a local dairy
farm. Geoff spent time as a tip truck driver, concrete
transit mixer driver, Manager of Kerang Concrete Plant,
share farmer at Mawsons Linden Park and finally as a
batcher at Cohuna Concrete Plant retiring in 1999. Geoff
was well liked by all those who knew him.
In addition to his working life, Geoff was a talented
footballer, playing in a number of premierships with the
Union Football Club and later playing at Kerang while
he was based at our Kerang Plant. Later, he played Lawn
Bowls and was a quality Pennant player.
Above all this, Geoff was a devoted family man, much
loved by his wife Diane, his two daughters, Janene and
Annette and his grand children. We extend our sympathy
to them, and members of the extended Walsh family,
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Pictured at our recent Family Day at Lake Cooper are
Diane, Geoff and brother Des Walsh.
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VALE
Vale – Norman Ellison Weeks
On December 27th 2013 our friend and close neighbour
at Lake Cooper Quarries, Norm Weeks, passed away.
Norm was born on 4th April 1915 in Rochester and
lived in the area for 98 years. Apart from a short stay in
hospital in May of 2013, Norm spent his life living on the
family farm on Mount Burramboot.
Norm started school at the Burramboot School and stayed
there until he was fourteen when he left to work on the
farm with his dad Walter and younger brother Mervyn.
At this young age Norm took charge of an eight horse
team and together they did scooping, ploughing, sowing
and stripping. The Weeks family farm has always been
a mixture of cropping, sheep, cattle, bee keeping and
poultry.
Norm’s family were possibly one of the last farms in the
district to have a working horse team and the first to have
a motor vehicle, a T Model Ford. Norm’s dad never learnt
to drive the vehicle but at the age of fourteen, Norm did.
Norm was also one of the first people to work at Lake
Cooper Quarries, being engaged by Mr Ted Ekberg and
his father Aldo to clear the overburden to expose an area
to be quarried. Together with his team of horses Norm
helped clear the east side of the hill. The east side was
selected by Aldo so that the men at the quarry face could
work in the afternoon shade.
Norm experienced many droughts, floods, hard times and
good times on the farm. Being a very resourceful man he
adapted and made the best he could with whatever the
conditions presented.

A great story teller, Norm had a wealth of local
knowledge, historical information and interesting stories
to share. He maintained a keen interest in the local
happenings right to the end of his long life.
Norm has left behind a daughter Thelma, son Reg, sonin-law Rodney, grandchildren and great grandchildren to
mourn his passing.
Norm was buried at the Runnymede cemetery on 2nd
January 2014 with his wife Isabel, who had predeceased
him in July 1999. Norm’s coffin had a broad-brimmed
Mawsons hat at its head. Norm’s service was conducted
in the Rochester Uniting church; the same church in
which Norm and Isabel, their daughter Thelma and
granddaughters Tracy and Kate were married.
Our sincere sympathy to all the Weeks family, a lengthy
chapter in the book of life has ended.
Shirley Costello

FAMILY DAY OCTOBER 2013
entertainment for all the family. Mini bus tours were
organised to take interested folk to visit Branson’s winery
or to tour the Lake Cooper Quarry. The quarry had
been brilliantly prepared with all sorts of new and old
equipment on display. Visitors were most interested and
impressed by what they saw. Thanks to all the staff and
contractors that helped with the preparation and the
driving and guiding of the tours.
Three employees were inducted into the 25 Year
Club; Lyle Baker, Ian Walsh and Lawrence Mathers.
Congratulations to these men. Read more about their
stories later in this edition.

Pictured is Ross Salter (right) presenting Steve Hicks with
his award.
Our annual Family Day for 2013 was held on the
foreshore of Lake Cooper centred round the headquarters
of the Victorian Water Ski Association.
A large marquee was erected to seat the guests for lunch
and presentations. A giant slide, mini golf, jumping
castle and Segway’s to ride provided plenty of fun and

The Annual Safety Award of a travel voucher to the value
of $2,500.00 was made by Steve McNair. The nominations
for the award this year were Greg “Tex” Peace, Gavin
Dalzell, Ray Crellin and Ash Miller, Steve Hicks and Mario
Pigatto. The winner was Steve Hicks who had raised the
issue of problems with safety and the chances of slips,
trips or falls for the bulk tanker drivers when unloading
at our Bendigo Plant. As a consequence a new concrete
ramp with a guarded area isolating the tanker drivers
from other moving traffic has been constructed. The
award was collected on behalf of Steve by Ross Salter.
Shirley Costello
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TWENTY FIVE YEAR CLUB PRESENTATIONS
Lyle Baker – Presented by John Mawson

manner and positive attitude to hard work. It was no
surprise that when Lyle moved to Cohuna a few years
later he was quickly offered another job with Mawsons,
this time as the Office and Workshop Gardener and
Maintenance person.
Lyle has all the skills that the Gardener/Maintenance role
requires; careful and independent while being competent
with machinery and plants. Lyle’s good work is clearly
evident every spring when the office roses erupt in brilliant
bloom. His work in developing and maintaining the office
surrounds is testament to his imagination and thoughtful
approach to work. When he mows the front lawn during a
meeting in the Boardroom his work is also very noticeable!
Alongside his BBQing offsider Al Frankling Lyle has
helped feed dozens of staff at many Melbourne Cup
and fundraising lunches. As always his quiet and careful
manner earn him much respect and admiration.

Lyle started his long career with Mawsons driving a Ford
5000 tractor towing a roller with the road construction
team. The project he was working on was an upgrade
of the Murray Valley Highway near Lyle’s family home
south of Swan Hill. Very soon Lyle was recognised as a
thoughtful and conscientious operator who had a good
“feel” for machinery. Lyle was well liked for his quiet

Lyle has been a fixture around the Cohuna office and
workshop for 25 years. Now, as he winds back to part
time, we will begin to miss his ready smile and gentle
manner. Lyle has been a trusted and true member of the
Mawsons team and it is very fitting that he should become
part of the 25 year club. Congratulations to Lyle for a job
very well done!

Lawrence Mathers – Presented by Ashley Miller
Lawrence started work with Mawsons in 1988 at Pyramid
Quarries, with Jim Dobie the Quarry Manager and Des
Walsh the foreman.
Lawrence was trained to operate the air track drill, drilling
shot holes in preparation for blasting. With no cabin the
air track drill rig was hot in the summer and cold in the
winter. The driller’s job required manual lifting of three
metre drill rods on and off the machine as each hole
was drilled. Lawrence also learnt to operate the primary
crusher and Wabco W18 dump truck. He was always keen
to learn anything about the Quarry.
Lawrence was that keen to learn and gain new
experiences, that when he saw someone eating a prickly
pear for smoko, he thought that he would give it a try, the
only problem was he must have been “talking” when they
told him the bit about peeling it first! Lawrence left with a
mouth full of prickles and was very quiet for the rest of the
day!
In 1990 after two and a half years on the drill, Lawrence
had the opportunity to operate the Hydraulic rock
breaker. Lawrence has become a very skillful rockbreaker
operator; renowned for his speed and accuracy. The
rockbreaking job at times involved long hours, living away
from home, travelling and working at all Mawsons Quarry
sites breaking all the oversize rocks. Lawrence also worked
as part of the mobile crew at several sites including the
Torrumbarry Weir, Calder Freeway, Malmsbury section, the
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Hume Freeway Tarcutta and Northern expressway
Kapunda in South Australia. Lawrence also supervised the
wet mix plant for a period of time while it was working at
the Wonthaggi Desalination plant; here he gained much
respect for his work ethic from the other contractors he
worked alongside.
After 25 years, Lawrence’s rock breaking skills are
“second to none”. Lawrence has always been a keen
and enthusiastic worker and continues to break oversize
rocks from Broken Hill to Lake Cooper and anywhere
in between. Lawrence takes great pride in the proper
maintenance of his equipment. He is now on his seventh
machine, a Cat 336 DL Excavator with an Atlas Copco HB
2500 rock breaker.
Congratulations Lawrence on 25 years of service with
Mawsons.
Pictured left is Lawrence with Ashley.

Concrete & Quarries
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MOVEMBER

During November each year, “Movember” is responsible
for the sprouting of millions of moustaches around
the world. With their “Mo’s” men raise vital funds and
awareness for prostate and testicular cancer and mental
health. As an independent global charity, Movember’s
vision is to have an everlasting impact on the face of men’s
health.
Since its humble beginnings in 2003 in Melbourne, when
30 men first grew moustaches, Movember has grown to
become a truly global movement. More than 4 million
people have participated across 21 countries worldwide
raising a total of $443 million which is funding 577
projects aimed at having an everlasting impact on the face
of men’s health.
This year 21 men from Mawsons participated in Movember
and together raised $2,660.00 which was matched dollar
for dollar by the Company making a total of $5,320.00.
This year the coveted shield for the best Mo was awarded
to Josh Alford. Congratulations to all the participants of
the Moustachioed Men of Mawsons, a great effort.
Steve McNair

TRAINING ACHIEVEMENTS

Recently Dean Toma, Ben Newth and Dom Cricelli
completed their Certificate 111 in Surface Extraction
Operations. Their training and assessments were completed
through BRIT Bendigo with on-site training at both Pyramid
and Lake Cooper Quarries.
Left to Right – Ben Newth, Dom Cricelli with their certificates
alongside Lake Cooper Quarry manager Adrian Bull.

Pictured is Dean Toma (left) being congratulated by Pyramid
Quarry Manager, Alan Walsh
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TWENTY FIVE YEAR CLUB PRESENTATIONS
Ian “Charlie” Walsh – Presented by Peter Richardson.
Charlie started out his working life doing a chef’s
apprenticeship and duly qualified in this trade.
He joined Mawsons at Pyramid Hill where his father,
uncle and two brothers all worked. His father Des was
later to become the manager and they often took the
one car from Cohuna out to Pyramid of a morning. With
all of the Walsh’s being fairly strong minded characters it
wasn’t unusual for an argument to break out which would
continue after they arrived – a great start to the day! They
did however all agree on a black and white football team.
Charlie was known as a good eater. He would often clean
up the scraps after “smoko” so it was recommended that
no food that you wanted kept be left lying around. On one
occasion it is reported that a chicken carcase was left over
and Charlie managed to consume this bones and all! Not
sure how you do that??
With so many Walsh’s working at Pyramid it wasn’t
unusual for the phone to be answered cheekily as Walsh’s
Quarries, particularly if you recognised who was calling!
Charlie started working with Des preparing for shot firing.
He later became the bin truck driver and then spent a
lot of time in the laboratory as quality control became a
bigger part of the industry. Charlie developed greatly in
the lab gaining his NATA signatory status. He also worked
closely with John Mawson on the testing and development
of Granitigard, our termite pest control product which is
still going strong today.
He also ran the secondary crushing plant and gained a
very good overview of full plant operations.
Over the years Charlie has built a broad range of skills
and went to Box Hill Tafe to complete his Quarry Managers
Certificate.
He was soon helping as a relief manager at various sites

and was asked to
move across to run
the Yabba North
Quarry in 2003. This
was a big move with
four young children
but Charlie and his
family have settled
in Numurkah and
made this region
their home.
Charlie obviously
comes from a strong
family culture which
is very well aligned
with Mawsons.
This has carried
into Yabba with
his wife Kelly
working as the
Customer Service/
Weighbridge
Operator and both sons having been casual workers at
times.
In the last twelve months Yabba North Quarry has been
very busy supplying flood recovery works to the Moira
Shire and had their biggest year ever in 2012/13. In
Charlie’s time there the pit has developed significantly and
to his great credit is very well positioned to meet the needs
of the local region for many years to come.
I’ve enjoyed getting to know Charlie over the past twelve
months and recently enjoyed a game of golf with him
which was a lot of fun.
Congratulations Charlie on a fine 25 years with Mawsons.
Pictured is Ian Walsh being presented with his 25 Year Club
badge by Bernie Mawson.

Pictured with Bernie and John Mawson are our most recent 25 Year Club inductees – Jack Weppner, Ian Walsh. Lyle Baker
and Lawrence Mathers.
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GREG PEACE RETIREMENT
Greg has retired after nearly 51
years on the job.

”doesn’t have the sox to pull up”. If someone has the ability
and doesn’t “put in” then look out!

Greg was employed on 3rd
January 1963 and started work
in the first Mawson office, which
was originally E.B. Mawson’s
car garage, at 137 King George
Street, Cohuna. For the first
twelve months Greg was taken
under Lloyd Mawson’s wing
doing some machine operating
and clerical work. This gave
Greg a great grounding in the
earthmoving and contracting
business.

Greg demands people give their best to be their best. I
think we all accept that expectation given Greg’s own effort
in studying part time after hours and often after footy or
cricket training over many years to attain membership with
the Australian Society of Accountants, now known as CPA’s.
Many of us who have been full time students admire the
commitment that Greg showed towards his studies.

After about twelve months Ken Mawson encouraged Greg
to enrol in an accountancy course, which was done mostly
through correspondence. The hard slog of part time
correspondence study ultimately led to Greg obtaining his
CPA. Throughout this phase Greg had many mentors but
primarily Charles Painter, Ken, Lloyd and Bernie Mawson.
Greg held the positions of Accountant and Administration
Manager and later Manager, Corporate Services.
Greg has been an integral part of the Mawson story
playing a major role in the journey from humble
beginnings to where the Company sits today. A very
interesting journey with many amazing and sad tales of
up’s and down’s along the way.
A special dinner was hosted in Greg’s honour at the
Tavern in Cohuna on Tuesday 10th December.
Presentations were made to Greg by John Mawson and
Geoff Hall. Never short of a word Greg responded with
true feeling and humour.
We wish Greg all the very best for a long, healthy and
happy retirement and thank him sincerely for the hard
work, dedication and loyalty that he has given to Mawsons
over so many years.
Below is printed a copy of the presentation made by
Geoff Hall.
“Ladies and Gentlemen,
It’s pleasing to be able to come together and share a meal
as friends of the Mawson family company.
Our guest of honour, Greg, has experienced no fewer
than three generations of Mawsons successfully lead our
company, E.B.(Barney) Mawson, Ken, Bernie and Lloyd
and now John Mawson. I am sure Greg could tell us many
stories of won and lost opportunities in civil construction
(where Greg started out on this fantastic journey), quarries
and concrete over the last 50 years.
Tonight is Greg’s night so let’s focus on him and not so
much on the company. I think it is appropriate to reflect on
the way Greg approached difficult decisions, changes and
commitments as he accepted many responsible positions
in the company, initially as Lloyd’s Cost Clerk and later as
Accountant, Administration Manager and most recently as
Corporate Services Manager.
I think it is fair to say that Greg refuses to tolerate anyone
who is not prepared to give 100% effort. He is prepared to
accept someone who tries their best but as Lloyd would say:
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Greg is the toughest of negotiators, always seeking the best
deal for Mawsons. In earlier days our subcontract carriers
were not paid if they delivered less than the required
volume, delivered the wrong product or delivered material
that was out of specification. You can imagine that this led
to some heated exchanges. It was Greg’s job to administer
this approach.
In contrast Greg has a caring side. I can recall Greg going
out of his way to help out a carrier who had blown a tyre or
had a gear box fail by organising a “sub” payment to tide
them over this difficult time.
As many of us have experienced, Greg is not known for his
diplomacy. If we don’t share Greg’s view on an issue we
will soon know about it. I can recall Bev Brown who was
our receptionist in earlier days exclaiming to Greg, “you
just can’t say that…….” At least everyone knows where you
stand Greg.
Greg’s dedication to his work, with long hours and a
commitment to seeing a job through came at a cost to his
loved ones. Greg worked through these difficulties always
putting his children first.
Greg is rightly proud of his children. His son, Richard, is
a Civil Engineer and a high ranking Army Officer, who
recently served a second stint in Afghanistan and his
daughter Wendy has a Doctorate and works as a specialist
Oil and Gas Geologist with Woodside in W.A.
Greg’s commitment to his community has reflected
favourably on Mawsons. He is past Secretary of the Cohuna
and District Progress Association, Cohuna and District
Cricket Association, Long standing member of the Horfield
Cricket Club, past President and Captain of the Cohuna
Golf Club. He is currently Treasurer for the Cohuna Golf
Club and Cohuna Retirement Village as well as auditor to
many local organisations.
On behalf of all the members of the Mawson team, we wish
you well in your retirement Greg.
May you drive the golf ball long and straight, roll in those
putts and continue to enjoy the company of those around
you.
All the very best in your retirement Greg.”
Footnote:
Recently Richard Peace was surprised to receive a
medal from the US Army for his services in Afghanistan.
The citation read “For exceptional and meritorious
service during Operation Enduring Freedom. Major
Peace’s dedication to duty during combat operations in
Afghanistan contributed to the success of the Command’s
mission. His actions are in keeping with the finest
traditions of military service and reflect distinct credit upon
himself, Regional Command and the United States Army.”
Congratulations Richard from all at Mawsons.

S A F E T Y M AT T E R S – S A F E T Y M AT T E R S – S A F E T Y M AT T E R S
NEW DUMP TRUCK FOR LAKE BOGA QUARRIES
Recently Lake Boga Quarries took delivery of a Bell B30E
Articulated Dump Truck, the first in Australia. The new B30E
is a showcase of Bell’s evolutionary approach to design,
incorporating the latest in performance and safety. Features
include better fuel efficiency, onboard load weighing,
vertical tip angle safety monitoring, hill start assist and
reverse camera. The articulated design is ideal for our Lake
Boga quarry due to bench width requirements.
The new design makes it easy for our operators when
manoeuvring in and out of the pit. The operators are
enjoying the comfortable cabin and the smooth ride.

CASTROL QUARTERLY SAFETY AWARD FOR DECEMBER 2013

Travis Price Winner of the Castrol Quarterly Safety Award for
December 2013
Nominated by Travis Waters, Shepparton Concrete Plant Manager, for
developing and implementing the inspection camera process used for
concrete barrel inspections.
Travis developed a system for inspecting the interior of concrete
agitator barrels without the need to enter the barrel. The system
consists of a camera attached to a pole and a supporting frame that is
installed at the rear of the barrel. The camera transmits the pictures to
an ipad or iphone in real time to allow the driver to observe concrete
build up in the barrel.
The system will reduce barrel entries by our drivers by approximately
80%.
Travis has won a meal voucher to the value of $250- at a venue of his
choice along with a certificate noting his achievement.
Congratulations Trav on this great invention!

ELMORE FIELD DAYS 2013
October 2013 was the fiftieth anniversary of the Elmore
Field Days and for the first time in many years Mawsons
were exhibitors. Our stand featured information on
Mawson products including samples of our various quarry
rocks. We shared the space with representatives from
FormBoss, distributors of metal edging for garden beds,
lawns and driveways. Together with our landscaping rocks
and quarry products the FormBoss edging complimented
our display.

AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY
HEAT STUDY.
This summer, a number of our employees across a
number of our sites are contributing to research being
conducted at the Australian National University on the
effects of heat on health, safety and productivity.
Although we already have a number of policies in place
designed to safeguard against heat stress and reduced
work capacity, the results will help us gauge how effective
these are and whether they can be improved to better
respond to extremely hot days.
A quicker way to contribute information to the project
is through an online survey. The more information they
receive, the more informative their results will be.
This survey can be accessed through
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/workingintheheatsurvey
or by googling “Working in the Heat ANU” and following
the links to the short survey.
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PROSTATE CANCER BARBECUE
The Administration and Workshop Teams
enjoyed an early morning breakfast at the
Cohuna Workshop on 22nd October.
The “Fabrication team” did a great job
cooking the eggs and bacon to go with the
cereal, toast, fruit and muffins.
Donations to the sum of $260.00 were
collected and included in the grand total of
$1,317.90 which was raised by employees
across the company and forwarded to the
Prostate Cancer Foundation of Australia for
new treatment research.
Above:L to R – Brendan, Mitch, Ash, Sheryl,
Dot, Troy, Kent, Geoff, Rick, Greg and John
Left: L to R Troy, Geoff, Mitch and Ash

ENGAGEMENT CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to Stacey Pettifer, of Mawsons Mansfield, and Craig Exton who were engaged on Christmas Eve. Their
wedding is planned for November 8th 2014. Our very best wishes go out to you both.

COMMUNITY LIVING AND RESPITE SERVICES HOUSES

Community Living and Respite Services is a major
provider of flexible disability services in the Loddon
Mallee region of Victoria. The region- wide staff of 150
dedicated professionals and volunteers aim to provide
enriching opportunities, skills development and increased
independence for members of our community with
disabilities. The organisation places great value on the
role of carers and the provision of support to assist with
maintaining family wellbeing.
As such, the construction of the CLRS house in Minor
Street, Echuca is a community project Mawsons is keen
to sponsor. The house, when finished, will support three
people with disabilities to live independently, with staff
rostered on 24/7. At this point the fundraising campaign
has amassed $400,000 through donations, grants and
fundraising drives. With $300,000 left to raise, it is
hoped that a fundraising dinner in February will make
a substantial step towards achieving that goal. Guest
speakers Cas and Jonesy will headline at the $120
ticketed dinner to be held at the Moama Bowling Club on
February 25th.
As part of Mawson’s ongoing commitment to the
communities in which we work and live, Gary Harvey,
Echuca Concrete Plant Manager, proudly handed over
a cheque for $2,077 to the Minor Street, Echuca project
recently. The project is using a local builder and as many
local contractors as possible, and is due for completion
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by May 2014. Mawsons is proud to be among the list of
suppliers for this residence that will ultimately enrich our
society by including and facilitating all its members.
Pictured is Gary Harvey presenting Mawsons contribution of
$2,077.00.

